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A model which treats one rotational degree of freedom as hindered and the other as free and all transla-
tional degrees of freedom as hindered has been employed to calculate neutron differential scattering cross
section of water in the region of small-energy transfers. The distribution is found to be sensitive to the pres-
ence of free-rotation transitions. It is suggested that such transitions present additional complexities in the
study of molecular center-of-mass motions from high-resolution scattering data.
I. INTRODUCTION
N a previous paper a model describing hindered rota-
' - tional motions of polar molecules is used in discussing
slow-neutron scattering by condensed systems. The
hindrance arises as a result of the coupling between the
permanent electric dipole moment of the molecule and
an internal Geld generated by intermolecular interac-
tions. This coupling, however, does not restrict all the
rotational degrees of freedom; consequently, the cross
section also contains terms corresponding to small-
energy transfers due to excitations of free rotations.
If the model is applied to water, the hindered rotation
lines would correspond to the experimentally observed
broad band of transitions centered about 0.06 ev.'
Nelkin, ' in an earlier work, has treated molecular rota-
tions in water, but in describing the entire rotational
motion in terms of a single torsional oscillation his ap-
proach does not allow for the possibility of free rota-
I.O
tions. If, indeed, part of the rotational motions of a
water molecule can be regarded as unrestricted it would
then be of interest to determine whether such motions
can be observed by means of neutron scattering.
In this paper we investigate the effects of free rotation
and hindered translation transitions on the scattered
neutron energy spectrum in the region around the
"quasielastic peak. "Numerical results for water, based
on the assumption of a simple oscillator description of
molecular translations, show that rotational effects will,
indeed, influence the observed spectrum in a good reso-
lution experiment. It, thus, appears that one should. not,
without consideration of the rotational degrees of free-
dom, attribute any structure or lack of it in the distribu-
tions solely to characteristics of center-of-mass motions.
II. CALCULATION
The energy and angular differential scattering cross
section for a system of molecules is
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where we use the same notations as I. Here we have
assumed that the intermediate scattering function
(X )r can be written as a product of three functions
associated with molecular translations and rotations,
and internuclear vibrations. An expression for (X "')r
in the case of a symmetric molecule has been derived in I,
(&. "')r=4s P jt(sb.)jt(sb. )FtL*(b;)I' t"(b.)I'rrcsr
lkgKM
)&Lexp{ ti' L(I /I, )(2'.—h)+M —E]l+W&(t)]. (2)
The term Wt(t) represents the contribution due to
hindered rotation excitations. Since it does not directly
contribute to small-energy transitions, this term will be
neglected in the present calculation.
In order to simplify the computation using Eq. (2)
we note that the rotator energy is given by
E„rest= —X+ (2KB)'"(2t'+ i Z—M i+1)
+BK'$(I/I, )—1j+BMK
',B/2t-(i. +1)+2g ) Z—-M~—
+(I~—M) —)X—M('+2). (3)
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Since (2KB)'",which is the energy transfer in a hindered
rotation excitation, is considerably greater than
B= (2I) ', the terms in Eq. (2) with ENM are much
more severely attenuated by the Boltzmann factor
P~E~ relative to the terms with E=M. Thus, as a 6rst
approximation we consider only the E=M contribution
to (X "')r. Although this approximation is made for
the practical reason of numerical simplification, we see
that as a result the cross section depends only upon I„
the moment of inertia about the symlnetry axis. The
approximation therefore allows us to apply Eq. (2) to an
asymmetrical molecule without having to specify a value
for I, which becomes the "effective" moment of inertia
for the other two axes.
Equation (1) is now employed for the calculation of
the energy distribution of slow neutrons scattered by
water. The incoherent cross section, which represents
a,bout 95% of the scattering, is written as
0$ Ef)' '
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where B'= (2I,) ' is the rotational constant, E~ ~'/2M
the recoil energy, I„ the modified Bessel function,
P&~ the associated Legendre polynomial, and p= cos 'x
is the angle between the hydrogen atom and the axis of
symmetry. In writing Eq. (4) we have assumed that the
translational degrees of freedom are hindered and can
be approximately characterized by an oscillator model
with characteristic frequency ~.4 The effect of zero-point
vibration of the lowest internal vibration mode (E„=0.2
eV) is also included. The oscillator description of center-
of-mass motions is not unreasonable in view of observa-
tions of solid-like behavior of water in slow-neutron
scattering studies. ' lt is admittedly a very crude repre-
sentation of the physical situation since this model
neither admits a spectrum of translational frequencies
nor takes into account the fact that the oscillational
states have Gnite lifetimes and are subject to constant
fluctuations. For a more elaborate treatment of (X")p
one may employ a crystalline dislocation model recently
proposed by Rosenbaum' or a stochastic model of
Rahman, Singwi, and Sjolander.
The contributions from the translational and rota-
tional transitions can be readily exhibited as limiting
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Equation (5) is the cross section appropriate to a rotator
whose "apparent" energy is 8'3P and the selection rules
are AM= ~s, s any integer or zero. The inelastic spec-
trum, therefore, consists of transitions of 1, 3, 4, 5, 7,
etc, , in units of 8'. On the other hand, for b —+ 0 and
I,—+ 0, only the 3=0 and M=0 terms remain, and we
have the well-known cross section of a simple oscillator,
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The resulting spectruIn is the familiar series of equally
spaced lines.
By means of Eq. (4) we have computed the energy
spectrum for 70' scattering by water at 23'C. The calcu-
lation, using the values 8'= 1.6g 1.0 ' eV, x=0.61, and
co=8.69)&10 ' eV, is performed to correspond to meas-
urements made with a triple-axis crystal spectrometer in
which the incident neutron spectrum is 6xed. Total
resolution of the experiment is taken to be 5.6% at
0.055 eV. The average of Eq. (4) over both incident and
analyzing spectra is given in Fig. 1. Comparison of this
result with preliminary measurements7 shows qualita-
tive agreement which is encouraging in view of the
crudeness of the oscillator description, the fact that the
water molecule is asymmetrical, and the E=M
approximation.
In order to illustrate the structure of the free-rotation
transitions we show in Fig. 2 the same cross section as
in Fig. 1 but without any inelastic scattering associated
with center-of-mass motions (n, =0). The spectrum con-
sists of pronounced energy transfers of 5, 13, 18, 25, and
34 meV. Although the cross section itself is asymmetric
with respect to up and down scattering, the apparent
preference for the neutron to gain rather than to lose
the same amount of energy is due to the fact that we
have averaged the cross section over energy-dependent
resolution functions. The intensities of the rotational
lines are seen to be weaker than those associated with
translational transitions. In fact, using an ideal-gas
description of translations we find, as shown in Fig. 3,
that the rotational structure is completely smeared out
out by the broad distribution characteristic of free
translations.
The existence of small discrete energy transfers in
water was first reported by Hughes and co-workers, '
and the same transitions, in a somewhat less pronounced
manner, were later also found by Larsson et al.' On the
other hand, Pope and co-workers' reported only a broad
distribution and no evidence of discrete transitions.
Since it is the part of the spectrum near the quasi-elastic
peak that has been used to infer the nature of center-of-
mass motions, it is just not clear whether the water
molecule is translationally hindered or not. ' Moreover,
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of neutrons scattered g 8—
at 70' by water as-
suming free trarlsla-
tions (solid curve).
Also shown is the
curve for a mass 18 a '
ideal gas with no in-
ternal degrees of free-
dom (dashed curve).
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the present considerations show that free rotational
effects can also give rise to structure in the same energy
region. Thus, at this stage one can only conclude that
an interpretation of measurements should take into
account this additional degree of freedom.
It is possible, since practically all the experimental
data were obtained with cold neutrons, that high-resolu-
tion measurements with slow neutrons (E; 10 ' eV)
can be useful in determining t'he existence of structure
in the energy distribution. ' In addition to more intense
lines as a result of increase in momentum transfer, one
also has the advantage of being able to examine both
up and down scattering.
The small-energy rotational transitions do not appear
in the case of linear molecules. ' It is, therefore, suggested
that measurements" involving such molecules are better
suited for the study of molecular translations. Alterna-
tively, monatomic systems such as liquid lead''"
should provide a most direct test of speci6c models of
center-of-mass motions.
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